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Bison Oratorical Registration Will End February 9

Rules for Registration in the Bison oratorical contest have been set for February 9. No entries will be accepted after that date.

The contest is sponsored annually by the Bison which organizes the events and the awards. The winners will be announced at the end of the month.

Biology Laboratory Scene Of Much Scientific Study

By Ethna Smith

Although the biology laboratory may not prove to be of great interest to all of the Hardin students, it does相当 a great many students and faculty members for individual study. (Since Dr. Bade may read this, may the following statement be quoted.) Certainly there is nothing about the laboratory itself that should prove to be amusing but some of the incidents that occur before and during the session, however, suggest amusement to be seen.

The students present in the lab are interested in the fact that the lab is hard to find a time when it is not open and filled with energetic (sic) students. With few exceptions the lab is used for literary work and with just period lasting for two hours one would wonder how it is done. Considering that different parts of the class meet at different times it seems that the room proves fruitful first due to the fact that the charge given throughout is always present and that two classes sometimes work on the same project, it can be realized that things are possible.

To realize the lab is a busy place all of the day.

Mrs. Barrow was busy as usual and George Topp was busy as usual... (continued)

Second Lyceum Will Be Given Friday Night

Date Of "Spooks" Moved Up One Week To Help Cast Members In Other Work

"Spooks" the much talked about three-act play, will be presented in the college auditorium Friday night, announced by Mrs. Watson Roberts, director.

The date originally February 2, has been moved forward a week in order to help the cast members in other work.

All Classes To Combine For Project

In the past students of Hardin College each year have decided upon a class project which would reflect some benefit or aid to the school.

This year a plan for a school project was suggested by Dale Louden, senior class president, to carry out the project each class would give a portion of the amount which would be decided upon by the student body and divided among the individual students. This money when collected would be used and sold in helping to pay for the new student center.

All college classes are invited to make their project as work as possible.

The Fresnian felt since the school in being given the building the building should be paid for in part by the students themselves.

In the expression for the students said that although a separate tree planting project in view of the fact that the school would be identified with their class after they graduate. They also concluded a new stage in this year's field, just because the most popular one which would mean more pay, they eliminate. Each student for the purpose of donating two dollars.

The Fresnian has decided to cooperate in the plan, Ivan Lipman, junior president, said. The fresnians are also paying.

Chorus Makes Trip To Pangborn

The small chorus accompanied by Professor Leonard Kirk went to Pangborn Thursday evening to present program at the Pangborn high school. The chorus sang eight numbers. The program was presented by the Pangborn school to raise money for certain for the play.

$240.00 dollars was raised. The seniors have set the end of the first six weeks of the winter quarter as a goal for their collection. They are raising these dollars.

Bison Present Ad-Classified Ads

Has your pet dog strayed? Are you afraid that some malicious untox has contaminated your favorite puppy? Try a classified ad.

Do you want to advertise your matrimonial bulletin (that will be $1,500). Do you desire to acquire some condensed deep pills? There's nothing like a classified ad to do the trick.

By J. D. Allen Farm East of the college campus has been sold.

The sale was arranged by Carl Johnson, owner of the farm, and Robert Smith, real estate agent. The sale price was $5,000.
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THE WEEKS QUESTION

How often do you write home?

Sur Brode—"Quite often." Gertrude Fried—"When I need something to do.

Mildred Leston—"I am about to get married." Vernon Cowper—"Every week.

Samuel Tunison—"Every other day.

Bruce Conely—"I have written twice since Xmas, one on the 17th, and the other on the 24th."

Doris Kelly—"About every day."

W. H. Simons—"When I want something to do.

Besie Mac Leston—"Every day."

"(Go to the kind of the clan.)"

Begun Mohr—"When they beg the m. write."

Zombie Blud—"When I feel like it.

Christine Edwards—"As often as I feel like it."

James Wilen "Every Sunday.

Gertrude Gerlitt—"I don't, I am about to get married."

Gretta Nett—"On each Saturday morning."

J. Bruce "Three times a week."

L. (see) For the benefit of some readers who are wondering what little Betty or Bobby Bowers' letters don't write like this is that they have to do more (maybe)."
The Bison Takes A Little Bit Of Humor From Some Other College Party

Mike: "Let's go for a walk." 

"Why?"

Mike: "Dance's order. He told me to take exercise with a dump-hall." 

-The Yellow Jacket.

Paddy, the pilot, calls his girl friend 
Bomber, because she's 18 and will soon 
B-19. 

-Advertiser.

-Cadet.

Sometimes the only thing a man gets 
out of college is himself. 

-The Vision.

Your telephone boys don't look very happy, 
so, in their new uniforms. 
No, They're all dressed up and so 
wire to go. 

-Advertiser.

Father: "What's the big idea of 
bringing my daughter in at 
3 o'clock?" 

Bomber: "Well, I have to be 
at work by seven."

-The Rye.

lambda sigma 
club entertained

Dr. and Mrs. W. K. Summter entertain 
the Lambda Sigma social club at 
their home Friday night. Dr. Summter 
is sponsor of the club.

result of that surprise party was 
a lovely diamond. 

The most important thing she has 
ever learned is "whatever you see 
that shall you also reap." One of 
her favorites is in "one of the 
most popular and her favorite flower is the red 
rose in gift the likes good news, 
sincerity and loyalty. By her love 
her personality, ability and a certain 
amount of looks. In the idea of 
her hair the choice poetry and her favorite type 
of amusement is playing cards.

another thing that was on 
surprise party, especially when 
Wyatt is in charge of the planning. She has a tend-
ency to become sentimental on such 
occasions in fact she's still speak-
less but that's definite, isn't it? The
The game was very close for three quarters but the weight of numbers was bound to tell and the Cats finally overcame the very Malaise team. The Alley Cats were a very seasoned team and their work in goal was probably the key to the contest.

Carmen Price led the scoring with 26 points for the ladies while Brandon and Ward scored 18 and 16 for the winners.

Last Week's Stars
By Billy Smith

Cose led the Collins in a surprising victory over the Bloodhounds with 12 points.

Some past the first half champion Bloodhounds with 10 points in their losing fight against the Collins.

Jack Lawyer proved the difference between victory and defeat with his 10 points against the Greyhounds.

E. Smith showed the way to a 52-51 victory over the Flints in the final round of the second half with 14 points.

Virgil Lawyer's fight and endurance was a deciding factor in the Collins' victory over the Flints.

Ward led the Flints in scoring with 11 points in the second half.

Register for The Bison Oratorical Contest

The second half champions have been crowned and to the surprise of almost everyone, they were the fighting Collins. This pits the Collins against the strong and high scoring Bloodhounds first half champions.

To attempt to pick a winner is sheer folly but since we are in for a fun we will compare the merits of both teams.

In height, speed, experience and winning punch the Bloodhounds are definitely superior but the Finest Collins demonstrate the fact that this is not always the deciding factor. Here is a battle of wits, it will be to see whether the teams will utilize both in the best way. In this department the Collins have the advantage. So far, in no particular reason other than a bunch we pick the Collins to entice with their over all championship. We remind you don't ask us why.

To the new girls. Some unusually good talent has been displayed in these games too. Brandon, Women, Johnson and always Price have shown every one that they really know what it's all about. Some good guards are in evidence. When the game between the Petites and Alley Cats is posted be sure to attend, it will definitely be worth watching.

SMITH'S SHOE STORE
SHOE REPAIRING - NON-RATION SANDALS
Shoe Strings and Polishes - All Colors

Girls’ Basketball Now Well Under Way

PERSIANS 59
-TIGERS 8

The first game of the girls' intramural basketball season saw the Persians overwhelm the Tigers 59-8.

The game was never close for the Persians held the Tigers in second gear each in the first two quarters and aerials in the third. Johnson, Persians forward ran wild scoring 46 of their teams 55 points. This liquidated victory established the Persians as the main to watch in the coming battles.

PERSIANS 46
-ANGORAS 20

The mighty Persians continued in their scoring ways Friday night as they trounced a Angoras team 66-20.

The first half was close but in the second the scoring power of the tall Persian forwards began to take its toll. The only thing of significant about their game was that Johnson was held to 12 points by a tall Angora guard and if this could be done effectively against the Persians might be defeated. Lawyer led the Persians with 14 points and Gradly and Johnson each scored 12. Zanni paced the losers with 6 points.

ALLEY CATS 40
-MALTSEES 30

The Alley Cats overcome a fighting Maltese team in another first round game after a terrific half 40-30.

Looking 'em Over
By Bill Smith

Register for The Bison Oratorical Contest
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Falling Leaves Require Campus Cleaner-uppers

By Lynn Heflin

When the number of leaves and the pride and joy of Harding's campus was on ice. the Collies guards held their opponents to a 46-24 lead at the three quarter mark.

It was then that the reserves of the Flints began to bear fruit in goals made by Millie, Gorr and Lawyer past the game on ice. The Collins guards held the Hounds usually high scoring teams to 26 points and scored instead in the final stanza.

Cose topped the scorers with 12 points for the Collins.

COLLIES 32
-FLINTS 31

In the closest and most exciting game of the year three phenomenally Collins again came from behind to overtake and defeat an opponent, this time the highly favored Flints 32-31.

The Collins trailed 20-16 at the half time break but came back to take a 29-27 advantage. Then in the final stanza the Flints again failed stand but the Collins were not to be denied, they stormed the fence gradually and with one minute left in the final seconds of the play.

Then in the extra period of time minutes scored one field goal to their opponents free throw to give a well earned victory.

Star of the day was Emmanuel Smith, who led the scoring with 14 points while holding his man to 2. Ward led the losers with 11 points.

FIESTS 34
-GREYHOUNDS 27

The combined scoring strengths of Ward, Cannon, J. Lawyer and Co. proved too much for the undersized Greyhounds as they struggled through 34-27 in the semifinal round of the second round.

The first half, fairly close but in the third quarter the high scoring Fiets began to take the huddle. Lawyer, Ward, Cannon and Crawford all scored to give their team a 31-17 lead. But the Greyhounds were not to give up without a struggle. They came back in the final period and scored 10 points in their opponents to tie the final score at 34-27. Ward scored 9 points for the winners and Gaunt scored 8 for the Hounds.

FIRESTONE HOME and AUTO SUPPLIES
FINEST FIRESTONE PRODUCTS
Phone 59

QUAINT BEAUTY SHOP
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Phone No. 460

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
PROMPT ESSO SERVICE
Phone 57

SCHOOL SUPPLIES, MAGAZINES
SCRAPBOOKS — THE VERY BEST
E. J. WILKERSOY'S BOOK STORE

ALWAYS WELCOME AT
THE IDEAL SHOP

M. M. GARRISON
OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

THE THOMPSON COMPANY & HATCHERY
We sell Baby Chicks — Custom Hatchings
We Buy Pecans, Hides, Poultry, Eggs, Junk
M. O. Thompson
Phone H. M. Thompson

SAVE 25 TO 40 PER CENT

ON YOUR FIRE, TORNADO AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

Lewis & Norwood

GENERAL AGENTS
408 Exchange Building
Little Rock, Arkansas

NEAL PEEBLES
LOCAL AGENT